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Section A Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences, there

are four choices marked A, B, C, and D. Read each sentence

carefully and then choose one that best completes the sentence.

Mark your answer on ANSWER SHEET I by drawing a single bar

across the corresponding letter in the square bracket. (10 points) 1. It

C . that Mary, no less than Jenny and Jane, really diligent and

perseverant in doing anything. A. says ... is B. Said ... are C. is said ...

is D. is said ... are 2. The tooth that is being extracted by the dentist

me for some time. A. has hurt .B. has been hurting C. is hurting D.

hurts 3. I suppose Jack is as Johnson. A. as wealthy a man B. so

wealthy C. as a wealthy D. a man so wealthy 4. I studied Spanish for

four years in high school. , I had trouble talking with people when I

was travelling in Spain. A. Nevertheless B. Therefore C. Moreover D.

On the other hand 5. The Blacks wasted a lot of food at the party last

week. They so much food. A. didnt need to prepare B. mustnt have

prepared C. neednt have prepared D. couldnt have prepared 6.it has

provided is professional advice to help entrepreneurs get on their

feet, to stay on the ri 8. 49. popularght course, and to help them

grow. A. That B. Which C. What D. While 7. Jerry continued to a

promotion even though he had necessary qualifications. A. have

denied B. be denied C. deny D. be denying 8.How unlucky I was in

the table-tennis game yesterday! I was close but I lost it at last because



of my tiredness. A. to win B. winning C. to winning D. for winning 9.

I would never have encouraged you to go into this field it would be

so stressful for you. A. should I know B. and I had known C. but I

knew D. had I known 10. The headmaster persisted in punishing the

boy and in no case _ _ change his mind. A. he would B. he were to

C. would he D. were he to Section B Directions: Beneath each of the

following sentences, there are four choices marked A, B, C and D.

Read each sentence carefully and then choose the one that best

completes the sentence or is closest in meaning to the underlined

word in the sentence. Mark your answer on ANSWER SHEET I by

drawing a single bar across the corresponding letter in the square

bracket. (10 points) 11. Open book exams are usually given when

your teacher is interested in evaluating how well you can what you

have learned. A. remember B. apply C. recite D. memorize 12.

Experts. the present teaching situation to the examination-oriented

education system. A. attach B. appoint C. attribute D. admit 13. I

hear that all residents will have easy to a variety of recreational

facilities. A. touch B. resolutions C. access D. progress 14. Despite

our , Eva approached the stranger for directons. A. intentions B.

encouragement C. warnings D. attempts 15. For centuries,

malnutrition has been in the drought-stricken areas of Africa. A.

ample B. prevailing C. plentiful D.popular 16. The organizers knew

that the new measure would barely the balance of supply and

demand. A. return B. reply C. restore D. rescue 17. No matter how

hard he studied, his grades stayed at the of 2.5. A. point B. norm C.

mean D. medium 18. Human survival is a result of mutual assistance,



since people are essentially rather than A. superior ... inferior B.

cooperative ... competitive C. physical ... mental D. dependent ...

offensive 19. No doubt they will achieve their targets. A. receive B.

enjoy C. admit D. meet 20. The finals of the first world Xiang Qi

challenge __ in Beijing on June 9 this year, which the countrys 32 top

Chinese chess masters A. kicked off.., joined in B, kicked back ...

joined C. kicked down ... took part D. kicked in ... participated in 21.

If a scene is likely to be offensive to the average person, then you may

shorten or 0delete that scene. A. decrease B. omit C. replace D.

darken 22. The grant is normally one year in duration. Sometimes a

renewal is awarded in order to allow a scholar to complete his initial
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